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Category: Avid Production Studio Bump up the writing speed of learning by transferring advanced
video processing and editing with workflow-optimized tools. FlowMotion offers settings for
everything from video tracking to complex shot combining. Segment out your video exactly where
you want with the most advanced tools for precise tracking, industry standard tracking settings and
connectivity for dynamic tracking across multiple HD cameras. SmartScore measures up to 50
camera angles for accuracy and easy reporting to determine the best choice. LiveTime delivers
perfect split key timing while Timecode now reads and displays all times and integers, including split
and cross-dissolve. Relay combines live streaming content with social messaging to quickly and
easily share video in an instant. Shortcuts streamline your workflow with smart automation and save
time by organizing your projects with Filters, Widgets and Tools. Create complex edits on ProRes
with over 200 codecs, including HEVC, VP9, DNxHD, and DNxHR. Edit frame-by-frame to get the
best from your footage. And with Highlight, Create titles and transitions with just a few clicks.
Versatile Work seamlessly in the Avid Video Editing Standard desktop or the Avid Media Composer
desktop when you need. Or maximize speed and productivity in the Avid Media Composer laptop.
You can also leverage dozens of third-party products, including Adobe Creative Suite and other video
editors. Designed to Work Together FlowMotion works with other Avid apps and products. It can
seamlessly integrate with your custom project templates in Avid Media Composer. It can also import
and export clips in Avid Media Composer, while MotionFlow now natively integrates with Avid-based
Media Composer systems. What’s more, the new Avid Capture Elements software can automatically
resample clips based on the framerate of the input, then use those resampled clips with your editing
workflows to ensure the most accurate projects. Flexible and Free FlowMotion delivers new features
and functionality for Avid Media Composer customers, while continuing to be free, while many other
Avid products and subscription-based software have increased their pricing.
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